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Samsung has entered the mobile market with the blast of the hottest gadget that is Galaxy Nexus.
According to the survey of United States consumers this fantastic gadget has built a very good
reputation of the company moreover its popularity is getting doubled day by day even more than the
Apple iphone. There are thousands of admirers of Apple who waited for a long time outside the
stores for getting iphone and now are fed up of its poor battery and needs 4G connectivity.

The sale of Samsung handsets has broken all the records and moreover the launching of Galaxy
Nexus, innovative Flagship device of Google has set the trend of breaking the sale records. It
seems as if Samsung has emerged as a popular brand leaving the other brand called Apple far
behind also after the launching of the iphone. According to a survey, a relevant ascends and
descends in the opinion of Samsung and Apple is mostly found in adults with the age of 50 or more.
Apple is facing such tags due to the lack of features such as 4G in the iphone 4S which plays a very
noteworthy roles.v

All such rumors put a lot of pressure on Apple in rebuilding the status of the company by launching
the advanced version of iphone very soon in 2012.Galaxy Nexus would be superb choice for the
mobile lovers as it has an AMOLED capacitive touch screen delivering 16 million colors. The
measurement of the smart phone is 135.5 x 67.9 x 8.9mm and moreover its weight is 135gm.It is
very proficient in supporting network services like WLAN, EDGE, GPRS and 3G.This implies the
strong and speedy connectivity to internet service. Bluetooth and USB data cables are available for
transmitting data.

It has 5MP camera with a resolution of 2592x1936 pixels facilitated with LED flash, geo- tagging,
face detection and auto focus. Its MP3 and MP4 music system along with the radio would help you
in passing your lonely time. Galaxy Nexus also gives an opportunity to store maximum data as its
internal memory is 16/32GB and 1 GB RAM. Also its high quality or long life battery that is 1750
mAh helps you to stay tuned with your mobile without any disturbance.

Check the best offers with iphone 4s contract @ http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/
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